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Tips for Delivering Effective Congressional Testimony 
 

Here are some quick tips provided by staff members of the House Committee on 
Science: 
 

• Don’t read your testimony before the Committee. Prepare your written 
testimony and then create talking points for yourself of the three or four main 
points you want to get across, and make eye contact while you are speaking. If 
you can make your main points in less than five minutes, so much the better.  
The Members rely on the Q&A session to get most of the information they 
specifically want and need to make a decision. Don’t be surprised if they are 
reading or appear not to be paying close attention during your prepared 
remarks.   

 
• Don’t try to explain complicated scientific concepts during your five minutes 

of testimony.  If a point you want to make rests on complex scientific issues, 
don’t try to explain those issues during your testimony.  Say something like 
“There are complexities surrounding this issue which I’ve addressed in my 
written testimony, but the bottom line is….” Or “There are detailed scientific 
reasons for this, which I am happy to answer questions about later, but the most 
important point to consider is….”  Let them know you have or will provide more 
information later, but make sure to get your main point across without clouding 
it with too much scientific detail that they won’t be able to absorb right then and 
there. 

 
• Use PowerPoint or other AV only for dramatic visuals that will help make 

your case. While you are allowed to use PowerPoint, video or other AV materials 
as part of your testimony, do so sparingly and only to provide dramatic visual 
support for an important point you are trying get across.  For example, if you 
were talking about increased interactions between humans and wildlife as 
wildlife habitat shrinks, you might use a slide of a local newspaper photo from a 
Member’s district (ideally) of a bear in the suburbs on someone’s porch going 
through the garbage or perhaps in a tree surrounded by wildlife officials trying 
to subdue it, etc. If you choose to use slides of graphs or GIS maps as visuals, 
make sure they are easy to understand, dramatically illustrate your point, and 
can be easily explained without requiring a lot of caveats or detailed explanation. 
Do not use PowerPoint text slides like you would in a regular lecture setting. 

 
• Expect that they will know your “record” on a subject.  If you are testifying on a 

subject that you have published papers about or been quoted in the media 
discussing, they are likely to ask specific questions about what you have written 
or said in the past, so be prepared. 


